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On asymptotic behavior of solutions to 
the fourth order cubic nonlinear 

Schrodinger type equation 

Jun-ichi Segata 

Abstract. 

We present some results concerning the asymptotic behavior of 
solutions to the fourth order nonlinear Schrodinger type equation. The 
nonlinear interaction is the power type one with degree three. We prove 
the existence of the modified wave operators for this equation. 

§1. Introduction 

In this note, we review the paper [16] on the asymptotic behavior of 
solution to the fourth order cubic nonlinear Schrodinger type equation: 

(1.1) t, X E 1ft, 

where u = u(t, x) is a complex valued unknown function, Oa denotes the 
partial derivative with respect to a variable and .\ E R We shall state 
the result on the global existence of the equation (1.1) which behaves as 
It I --+ oo like a given asymptotic profiles. We also give the outline of the 
proof for this result. 

Equation (1.1) is a simplified equation of the Fukumoto-Moffatt 
model [4] which describes the motion of a vortex filament. 

We briefly review the scattering theory for the nonlinear dispersive 
equations. Let us consider the following equation: 

(1.2) 
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where v = v(t, x) is a complex valued unknown function, p > 1, f.-L E ~ 

and P(i- 18x) is the Fourier multiplier operator with the real symbol 
P(~). 

When the solution v to the nonlinear equation (1.2) behaves as t---> 
oo like the solution w to the linear equation: 

t > O,x E ~n, 

we call the nonlinearity in (1.2) the short range interaction. When the 
influence of the nonlinear term is not negligible for large time, we call 
the nonlinear interaction in (1.2) the long range one. 

According to the method of Cook-Kuroda, roughly speaking, the 
nonlinear interaction in (1.2) is the short range one if the nonlinear 
term belongs to Li([1,oo), L;(~n)). If the estimate 

(1.3) 

holds, then the nonlinear term lviP-1v = o(t-m(p- 1)) in L;(~). Since 
Jt" rm(p- 1)dt < 00 if and only if p > 1 + ~' the nonlinearity lviP-1v 
will be the short range interaction if p > 1 + ~. Therefore we expect that 
the power of the borderline between short and long range interactions 
will be equal to or less than 1 + ~. 

For then dimensional (second order) nonlinear Schr6dinger equation 
((1.2) with P(i- 18x) = !~ = ! E7=1 8 2 j8x]), p = 1+~ is known to the 
critical exponent by Barab [1] and Tsutsumi-Yajima [20] (we note that 
the free Schr6dinger group satisfies (1.3) with m = ~ ). Therefore for the 
case p :::; 1 + ~ the solution to the nonlinear Schr6dinger equation have 
the asymptotic profiles different from the solution to free Schr6dinger 
equation. 

In this regard, for the one dimensional critical case p = 3( = 1 + 
~In= I), Ozawa [15] showed the existence of solution to the nonlinear 
Schr6dinger equation which behaves like 

as t ---> oo, for given final data ¢±, where E(t, x) = :,;2
1-rrit exp ( i~:) is 

the fundamental solution to the free Schr6dinger equation. Later on 
Hayashi-Naumkin [8] obtained the asymptotic behavior of solution to 
the nonlinear Schr6dinger equation for given initial data v(O, x). 

For the scattering theory or asymptotic behavior of solutions to non
linear Schr6dinger equations, we refer to Cazenave [3, Chapter 7], Gini
bre [5] Ginibre-Ozawa [6], Ginibre-Velo [7], Hayashi-Naumkin-Shimo-
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mura-Tonegawa [12], Shimomura-Tonegawa [17] andY. Tsutsumi [19] 
for instance. As far as we know there is no result concerning the asymp
totic behavior of solution to subcritical nonlinear Schrodinger equation 
((1.2) with .C(i- 18x) =~~and p < 1 +~)is still an open problem. 

In [9]-[11], Hayashi-Naumkin studied the large time behavior of so
lution to the generalized Korteweg-de Vries equation: 

(1.4) t > O,x E ~' 

where v(t, x) is a real valued unknown function and p > 1. We note that 
the free evolution group e-ta~ satisfies (1.3) with m = ~· Combining this 
with the method of Cook-Kuroda, we see that (1.4) is short range for p > 
4. By making use of the decay estimate of one derivative of e-ta~ v(O, x), 
Hayashi-Naumkin proved that the critical exponent between short range 
scattering and long range one is three. 

We return to the fourth order nonlinear Schrodinger equation (1.1 ). 
It is known that the free evolution group e-ita;/4 satisfies (1.3) with 
m = i (see Ben Artzi-Koch- Saut [2]). Therefore we expect from above 
observation that the critical power will be equal to or less than five for 
the fourth order case. In [16] we proved that (1.1) fall into the critical 
case for some final data (for the precise statement, see Theorem 1.1). 

Before we state our main result precisely, we introduce several no
tations and function spaces. We denote {W(t)}tEIR the free evolution 
group generated by the linear oprator -i8; /4: 

where the function F(t, x) is the fundamental solution to linearized equa
tion of (1.1 ): 

(1.5) 1 1 · c i c4 F(t, x) = - e•x~-,t~ d( 
27T IR 

Let Hs,a. be the weighted Sobolev space defined by 

HS,CY. = {¢ E S'; II<PIIHsa = 11(1 + lxi 2 )CY.12 (1- a;y/2 ¢11£2 < oo}, 
s,a E ~' 

and fls be the homogeneous Sobolev space 
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For 1 :::::; p, q :::::; oo and an interval I C JR, we define 

Let us define the class of final data ¢±. 

(1.6) v 

ll¢11v 

{ ~ E S'· ~ E H 0•4 and xk~ E iJk- 12 k = 0 1 2 3 4} 
lf/ ,!..p '+' ' ' ' ' ' • 

4 

II¢11H0 •4 + L llxkc/JIIJ{k-12· 
k=O 

For a given final data ¢±, we introduce the following asymptotic profile 

(1.7) v±(t, x) = y"2";F(t, x) exp (is± (t, x)) J± (x), 

t, x =f. 0, where J± are the Fourier transforms of ¢± with respect to 
space variable, 

ltl ;::: e, 

and 

lxl-" x x = x(t, x) = t 3 T· 

We note that xis the stationary point of the integral (1.5). 
The main result is as follows. 

Theorem 1.1. (i) Let ¢+ E V and ll¢+11v be sufficiently small, 
where Vis the set defined by (1.6). Then the equation (1.1) has a unique 
solution u E C([O, oo); L2 (JR)) n Lrac((O, oo); L00 (lR)) satisfying 

(1.8) sup(t"'llu(t)- v+(t)ll£2) < oo, 
t~e x 

(1.9) ~~~ { t"' (100 

llu(T)- v+(T)II~~ dT) i} < oo, 

where 3/8 <a< 1 and v+(t,x) is the modified free dynamics given by 
(1. 7). 

(ii) Let c/J- E V and 11¢-llv be sufficiently small. Then the equation 
(1.1) has a unique solution u E C(( -oo, OJ; L2 (JR))nLroc(( -oo, 0); L00 (JR)) 
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satisfying 

sup(lfl''llu(t)-v_(t)ll£2) < oo, 
t~-e x 

,~"Po {It!" ([= llu(r) - v_(r)ll17 dr) I} < oo, 

where 3/8 < a < 1 and v _ ( t, x) is the modified free dynamics given by 
(1. 7). 

REMARK. We give several remarks. 

(a): The modified wave operator 0+ : ¢+ f---7 u(O) for the pos
itive time to the equation ( 1.1) is well-defined on a suitable 
small ball of V, where u is the solution obtained in the first 
half of Theorem 1.1. Similarly, the existence of a modified 
wave operator for the negative time to the equation (1.1) fol
lows from the second half of Theorem 1.1. 

(b): If¢ E V, then /P(~) is almost flat near~= 0, more precisely, 
,J;(~) behaves like 1~1'\ a > 223 near ~ = 0. 

(c): The function V2ifF(t,x)/P±(X) is the leading term of the 
function W(t)¢±· Therefore roughly speaking, the first half of 
Theorem 1.1 says that 

as t --+ oo. 

We briefly give a point of proof for Theorem 1.1. Given data¢± E 
L 2 , we assume that the solution u to the nonlinear equation (1.1) ap
proach V± in the suitable sense. Then we presume that u decays like 
F(t, x)¢± (x). By using the method of stationary phase, we have 

(1.10) F(t, x)¢± (x)"" ~I~ I exp (~itlx1 4) ¢± (x), 

as t--+ ±oo. From this formula, if the function¢± E L 2 satisfies 1¢(01:::; 
1~1" for some a> 0, then the function F(t, x)/P(x) decays like C~ which 
is the decay order same as the solution to free Schrodinger equation. 
Therefore under the condition that 1¢(~)1 :::; 1~1" for some a > 0 near 
~ = 0, we are able to construct the modified wave operator for (1.1). 
This point is our conception and is different from the idea of Shimomura
Tonegawa [17]. It seems that our method also applies to other higher 
order nonlinear dispersive equations. 
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It seems that for general final data, the equation 

(1.11) t,x E JR, 

will be the critical between the short range scattering and long range 
one. To obtain the asymptotic behavior of solution to (1.11) with gen
eral data, we will need the further information about the fundamental 
solution (1.5). We don't treat this problem here. 

In the next section, we give the outline of the proof for Theorem 
1.1. 

§2. Outline of proof 

In this section we give the outline of proof for Theorem 1.1. Here
after we only treat the case t > 0 since other case being similar. Let 
u(t, x) be the solution to (1.1). If u(t, x) behaves like v+(t, x) as t---> oo, 
u(t, x) satisfies the integral equation of Yang-Ferdman type: 

(2.1) u(t) v+(t) 

+ i 1+oo W(t- r) { -XIul 2u(r)- (iar- ~a;) v+(r)} dr, 

where v+(t,x) = ~(t)v+(t,x) 1 and~ E C 00 ([0,oo)) with ~(t) = 1 if 
t ~ 2e and ~(t) = 0 if 0 ~ t ~ e. To show the existence of u which 
satisfies (1.8) and (1.9) in Theorem 1.1, we use the Banach fixed point 
theorem. More precisely, we show that 

(2.2) <I>u(t) v+(t) 

+ i 1
00 

W(t- r) { .XJuJ 2u(r)- (i87 - ~a;) v+(r)} dr 

is a contraction on the space 

XP = { u E C([O, oo), L;(JR)); 

~~~(t + 1)<> { JJu(t)- v+(t)IIL~ + (1oo JJu(r)- v+(r)JI~:;c dr) 
118

} ~ p} 
1In order to avoid a singularity of the function v+, we multiply v+ by a 

cut-off function 1/J(t). 
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with the metric 

if ll¢+11v and pare sufficiently small. To guarantee that <I> is a contrac
tion on XP, we split the right hand side of (2.2) into two parts: 

(2.3) <I>u(t)- v+(t) 

i>.. 100 
W(t- T){lul 2u(T) -lii+l 2 ii+)(T)} dT 

-i 100 
W(t- T) { (wt- ~a;) v+- >..iv+l 2v+(T)} dT 

h(t,x) + h(t,x). 

The estimate for h ( t, x) in ( 2. 3) follows from the Strichartz estimates 
for the free evolution group {W(t)}tEIR· 

Lemma 2.1 (Kenig-Ponce-Vega [13]). Let I be an interval of IR 
(bounded or not) and to E I. If ( qi, r i) satisfy 8 :::; qi :::; oo, 2 :::; r i :::; oo 

and-!;+ :f; = ~' (i = 1, 2). Then 

(2.4) II rt w(t- t')f(t')dt'll :::::: CllfiiLq,2(J·,L:2) ito L£1 (I;L~ 1 ) 
where p' is the Holder conjugate exponent of p and C depends on q and 
not on I. 

Indeed, we have that for t ~ 0, 

(2.5) sup(t + 1)"'(11fi(t)IIL; + llh(T)IiL~(t,oo,L;:cl) 
t:::o 

:::::: C(p3 + II¢+111P)· 

The crucial point of the paper [16] is the estimation for h(t,x). We 
note that the modification of the free dynamics comes from the estimate 
for the second term. We give how to modify the free dynamics and 
estimate h· 

Concerning the choice of the modified free dynamics, we take the 
hint from Ozawa [15] and series of papers of Hayashi-Naumkin [9]-[11]. 
and set 

v+(t, x) = ~F(t, x) exp (iW+ (x) logt) ¢+ (x). 
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Let 

By simple calculation we obtain 

(2.6) 

R(t,x) 

y'2; (i8t- ~a;) F(t, x) exp (iW+ (x) logt) ¢+ (x) 

+yf2;(iF(t, x)at - a;F(t, x)ax) exp (iW+ (x) log t) (/;+ (x) 

+yi2;exp (iW+ (X) logt) (iF(t, x)at- a;F(t, x)ax)(/;+ (X) 

J2; " 4! . k . e A 

--4- ~ .!k!£! a~F(t, x)ax exp (zW+ (x) logt) ax¢+ (x) 
j+k+f=4J 

#3,4 

-2nyi2;-XIFI 2 F(t, x) exp (iW+ (x) logt) 1¢+ (x) 12 ¢+ (x). 

We note that by the definition of F(t, x), 

(2.7) (iat- ~a;) F(t,x) = o, 

and 

(2.8) (iF(t, x)at- a;F(t, x)ax)v (x) = 0. 

Substituting the equalities (2.7) and (2.8) with v (x) = W+ (x) and 
v (x) = ¢+ (x) into (2.6), we have 

(2.9) 

R(t,x) 

J2; A 

--t-W+ (x) F(t, x) exp (iW+ (x) logt) ¢+ (x) 

y'2; " 4! • k 0 "" A --4- ~ .!k!t'!a~Fax exp (zW+ (x) logt) a;;¢+ (x) 
j+k+£=4 J 

#3,4 

-2nyi2;.XIFI 2 F(t, x) exp (iW+ (x) logt) 1¢+ (x) 12 ¢+ (x) 

- R1(t,x) +R2(t,x) +R3(t,x). 
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The worst terms are R 1 and R3 which diverge in Lt([1, oo)). As long 
as R includes R 1 and R 3 , we are not able to apply the contraction 
principle. To avoid this, we choose W + so that R 1 and R3 are canceled 
each other. Since the leading terms of R1 and R3 are 

1 3 1 
- v'3ic2 iXfw+ (x) 

x exp ( ~itlxl 4 + iW + (x) log t) ¢+ (x) , 

and 

.X 3 1 
---C2-

3/3i lxl 3 

X exp (~itlxl 4 + iW+ (X) logt) 1¢+ (x)l 2 ¢+(X), 

we choose 

(2.10) 

Therefore, we have 

Combining this with the Strichartz estimate (Lemma 2.1 (2.4)), , we 
have that for t 2:: 0, 

(2.11) sup(t + 1)"(11h(t)IIL~ + llh(T)IiL~(t,oo,L;cJ) 
t~O 

~ C(1 + ll¢+11t)ll¢+11v. 

By (2.5) and (2.11), we guarantee that <P is a map from XP to itself 
if ll¢+11v and p are sufficiently small. Similarly we have that <P is a 
contraction on XP. Therefore we have Theorem 1.1. 

Acknowledgment. The author would like to thank the referee for 
useful comments. 
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